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Abstract
Direct injection spark ignition (DISI) engines are very famous presently due to low emissions and higher efficiency
compared to conventional engines. These advantages are due to charge stratification in these engines, at part load lean
stratified mixture is required and at full load homogeneous mixture is required. These stratifications depend on in-
cylinder flow and air-fuel interaction. In-cylinder flow and air-fuel interaction depends on type of combustion chamber.
So, study of in-cylinder flow and air-fuel interaction of various combustion chambers are very important for these
engines. In this CFD study, in-cylinder flow, air-fuel interaction, tumble ratio (TR) and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) of
different pistons are studied these are inclined piston (IP), inclined bowl piston (IBP), pent-roof central bowl piston
(PCBP) and dome bowl piston (DBP). CFD simulation has been done by solving mass momentum and energy equations
for getting in-cylinder flow and Bai’s droplet wall interaction model, Huh atomization model and Reitz-Diwakar droplet
break up models are used for getting equivalence ratio (ER) of air-fuel interaction. From this CFD results, it has been
found that in-cylinder flow velocities are more in DBP i.e. 32% more compared to IP, all the four pistons at the time of
ignition are giving ignitable ER at spark plug location, Percentage of fuel evaporation is more in IBP i.e. 46% more
compared to IP, TR and TKE are more in IBP compared to IP. From this analysis it is found that IBP is best compared
to all the three pistons in terms of all parameters.

INTRODUCTION:
Conventional engines drawback is high emissions and low efficiency due to throttle operation. These
drawbacks can be overcome by using modern DISI engines. In these engines, fuel will be injected directly in
to the combustion chamber (CC). Cold starting problem will be solved and idle rich mixture is not required in
this engine [1]. Higher compression ratio (CR) will be possible in this engine due to in-cylinder fuel
evaporation. Muralikrishna et al. have done in-cylinder flow studies on DISI engine with different piston
shapes under unfired condition by using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique. They concluded that
overall in-cylinder tumble flows are affected more by crank angle position compared to engine speed. Flat
piston is optimum one in terms of TR and TKE compared to other piston configurations [2]. Huang et al. have
conducted experiments on four-valve four-stroke engine with various piston shapes under motoring conditions
using PIV technique. They found that flat crown piston shape induces higher TR and turbulence intensity
compared to concave piston [3]. Rudolf et al. have conducted experiments on four-valve spark ignition engine
with different speeds under motoring condition using Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) technique. They
found that the fuel spray pattern dependent on the in-cylinder air motion generated by intake air flows [4].

From above discussion, it is observed that in-cylinder flow during intake and compression stroke mainly
dependent on combustion chamber shape, which in turn affects air-fuel interaction. Also limited studies have
been addressed in the literature on finding the effect of combustion chamber shape on air-fuel interaction
inside the combustion chamber. Therefore, in this CFD study, an attempt has been made to study the in-
cylinder flows and equivalence ratio spread with different piston shapes inside the combustion chamber in a
DISI engine.
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Geometrical and Computational Details
Specifications of the engine considered for this CFD analysis are shown in Table 1. The numerical predictions
have been computed during intake and compression stroke from 360 to 7200 crank angles (CA) for four piston
geometries. The continuity, momentum and energy equations were solved in order to get in-cylinder flow
structure [5]. Fuel injector was considered to be located at the centre of the combustion chamber. Fuel
injection was started at the end of suction stroke i.e. 5400CA, its duration was considered to be 200 CA. Here,
starting of suction stroke is considered to be 3600 CA. Single hole injector nozzle diameter was taken to be 0.2
mm. The engine geometry was modeled using “Pro-E” software. Computational meshing grid with
polyhedral cells was generated by using “STAR-CD es-ice” [6].

Table 1. Engine specifications

Type Two valve, four stroke

Bore 87.5 mm

Stroke 110 mm

Compression ratio 10:1

Speed 1500 rpm

Maximum intake valve lift 7.9 mm

IVO : 4.50 bTDC EVO : 350 bBDC

IVC : 350 aBDC EVC : 4.50 aTDC

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig.1. is showing in-cylinder velocity vector of different pistons engine i.e. inclined, inclined bowl, pent-roof
center bowl and dome bowl in center palne of combustion chamber at 540 CAD (at the end of suction stroke)
at 1500 rpm. From the fig.1, it is observed that out of four pistons dome bowl piston has highest velocities and
inclined piston has lowest velocities. Highest velocities are required for getting high tumble ratio (TR) and
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) which lead to better air-fuel mixing in gasoline direct injection (GDI) engines.
It is also observed that vertex location is there below the intake valve in inclined piston and it is center of the
combustion chamber in remaining three pistons. Vertex location study is very important study in-cylinder
fow, it gives the information about how the fuel jet will be directed. For vertex location center of the
combustion chamber (CC) fuel jet will be directed in center of CC and there is less chance of wall wetting and
when vertex location is left of the CC there is chance of wall wetting. Wall wetting lead to high hydro carbon
(HC) emissions.

Fig.2. is showing equivalence ratio contour plots of different pistons engine i.e. inclined, dome bowl, inclined
bowl and pent-roof center bowl in center plane of CC at 1500 rpm at 690 CAD when ignition starts here start
of injection (SOI) is 540 crank angle degree (CAD). From fig.2, it is observed that at spark plug location there
is ignitable mixture in inclined piston (IP) and pent-roof center bowl piston (PCBP) which equivalence ratio
(ER) at spark plug location is 1.1 and 1.3 respectively. Remaining two pistons i.e. inclined bowl piston (IBP)
and dome bowl piston (DBP) are giving lean mixture and stoichiometric mixture i.e. ER of 0.85and 1.06
respectively. By this, it is observed that all the pistons are giving ignitable mixtures at spark plug location but
flame sustainable during combustion process depends on percentage of evaporation of fuel.
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Inclined piston Pent-roof center bowl piston

Inclined bowl piston
Dome bowl piston

Fig.1. In-cylinder velocity vector plots of different piston engine in center plane of combustion chamber at
540 CAD at 1500 rpm

Fig.3. is showing percentage of fuel evaporation at ignition timing i.e. 690 CAD with different piston profiles.
From the fig.3, it is observed that IBP has highest fuel evaporation i.e. 96% and IP has lowest evaporation i.e.
66% and remaining two pistons i.e. DBP and PCBP are giving percentage of fuel evaporation as 84 % and
78% respectively. It shows clearly flame sustaining more at IBP, after that DBP and PCBP also flame
sustainability is there with increasing HC emissions because lower amount of fuel evaporation. IP does not
have flame sustainability due to lowest percentage i.e. 66% of fuel evaporation.

Inclined piston Dome bowl piston
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Inclined bowl piston
Pent-roof center bowl piston

Fig.2. Equivalence ratio contour plots of different pistons engine in center plane of combustion chamber at
690 CAD at 1500 rpm

Fig.4. is showing in-cylinder fluid temperature drop with injection and without injection at 690 CAD where
fuel injection is there with different piston profiles. From fig.4, it is observed that more temperature drop is
there in IBP due to highest percentage of fuel evaporation and lowest temperature drop is there in IP. Medium
temperature drop is there in case DBP and PCBP due to percentage of fuel evaporation. Temperature drop is
proportional to go to higher compression ratio (CR) because anti knocking tendency will be less with more
temperature drop. This shows that highest CR is possible in IBP at this particular condition due to highest
percentage of fuel evaporation out of other three pistons.

Fig.3. Percentage of fuel evaporation with different piston profiles

Fig.4. In-cylinder fluid temperature drop with different piston profiles
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Fig.5. is showing tumble ratio (TR) variation with different piston profiles at 540 CAD and 690 CAD. From
fig.5, it is observed that IBP piston has highest TR at the end of suction stroke (540 CAD) where fuel injection
is there and at the time of ignition (690 CAD). TR at the time of fuel injection gives information about how
quickly fuel will be mixed with air, more TR gives more quickly fuel will be mixed with air. TR at the time of
ignition gives information about how quickly flame will be propagated; more TR gives more quickly flame
will be propagated for better combustion. From this, it is observed that IBP has highest TR in both cases
compared to other three pistons.

Fig.5. TR variation with different piston profiles at 540 CAD and 690 CAD

Fig.6. is showing turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) with different piston profiles at 540 CAD and 690 CAD.
From the fig. 6, it is observed that IBP and DBP have higher amount of TKE at the end of suction stoke where
fuel will be injected and at the time of ignition where combustion propagates start. Higher TKE is required at
the time of fuel injection for evaporating the fuel quickly similarly higher TKE is required at the time of
ignition for propagating flame quickly. From this it is observed that higher TKE is there in both pistons these
are IBP and DBP compared to other two pistons. But, higher TR and TKE are there in IBP piston so it will
give more percentage of fuel evaporation and higher flame propagation speed for better combustion.

Fig.6. TKE variation with different piston profiles at 540 CAD and 690 CAD

CONCLUSIONS:
1) Vertex location is center of CC in case of IBP, PCBP and DBP; it is below the intake valve in case of IP.
2) All pistons are giving ignitable mixture at spark plug location at the time ignition.
3) IBP has highest amount of percentage of fuel evaporation compared to other three pistons so the piston

engine give proper flame propagation.
4) More temperature drop is there in case IBP compared to other three pistons due to higher amount of

percentage of fuel evaporation so higher CR is possible in this engine.
5) TR is more in IBP piston compared to other three pistons and TKE is also high in this piston engine.\
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